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“Take no 
thought for 
your life”

How much of your time and thoughts are spent 
anxiously considering your life and its concerns?

Matthew 6:25





  

How did you go not 
celebrating Easter as a holy 
season this year?               

Mixture from 
religion is not 

part of the 
Kingdom not 
matter how 

relevant it may 
seem





  

Are you 
emotionally 
attached to 
your home?

Treat it like a dwelling so you can leave 
it in an instant.





  

Q: How much money 
should you give to the 
Lord each month?

A: None

We’ve been bought with a price and everything 
we own belongs to our redeeming Master.

We are to be extravagant givers with 
HIS finance as the Spirit shows us.





  

ǅǥǽǿȉȸ ȿɠɮɷ ɲɤɓȱʢϗ
ϓϡϞϬϣ Жьюѫ ҥҩҿӭԄԓ

“Praying always in 
the spirit”

This must be
an important 

component of your 
prayer life in these 
uncertain times so 
you’re in line with 

Heaven.



1 Corinthians 14:14



  

Does Does 
spiritual spiritual 
authority authority 
operate operate 

at home?at home?

The enemy 
doesn’t care 

what you 
think or feel. 



His Royal Highness The Dragon Lady



  

Are you still 
operating as 
a beggar in 

the Kingdom?





  

and learn to operate as 
a Kingdom prince

Time to 
change...



  

Are you only  
comfortable or feel 
worthy when you’re 
bowing or prostrate 
during prayer?





  

What part of 
‘boldly approach 
the throne’ is not 
understandable? 

(Hebrews 4:16)



  Sons and royal family stand in the presence of the monarch

We are sons and royalty



  

Do you still pray like a 
child or with childish 

elements?
● Eyes always closed?

● Hands always together?

● Head always bowed?

● Always on your knees?

● Always say “Amen”?

● Always end with “In 
Jesus’ name”?





  

Remember, religion comprises of 
the weak and beggarly things. (Galatians 4:9)

We’ve got to stop functioning as 
“babes” and grow up. (1 Corinthians 3:1)

We have an inheritance and rights 
as SONS so let’s keep entering 

into that and cast off all religion.



  

OK

Change?
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